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Abstract12

Characteristics of atmosphere-generated seismic noise below 0.05 Hz are investigated13

when surface pressure is large. In this paper, large pressure means pressure power spec-14

tral density exceeding 100 Pa2/Hz (at 0.01 Hz). We discuss three main points. The first15

point is existence of two frequency ranges that show high coherence between co-located16

pressure and vertical seismic data. The lower frequency (LF) range is broad and its up-17

per bound is about 0.002 Hz. The higher frequency (HF) range is bounded between about18

0.01 Hz and 0.05 Hz. Phase difference between pressure and vertical displacement is dif-19

ferent for the two ranges. The LF range shows phase difference of zero and the HF range20

shows phase difference of 180 degrees. The second point is on the excitation mechanism21

in the HF range. Using theory and data, we show that seismic noise in the HF range is22

primarily excited by wind-related pressure. When pressure is high, wind speeds become23

high and wind directions become uni-directional. In such a case, a deterministic, moving24

pressure-source by Sorrells (1971) captures the characteristics of data better than stochas-25

tic source models. The third point is on the cause of phase differences between the LF26

range and the HF range. The root cause is that, even after removing the instrument re-27

sponse, vertical seismic data contain effects from gravity and Earth rotation. Gravity ef-28

fects become significant for frequencies below 0.005 Hz and create discrepancies be-29

tween deconvolved vertical displacements and true vertical ground displacements. Phase-30

difference results are naturally explained by it.31

Plain Language Summary32

When surface pressure becomes large, ground deformation can be detected in seis-33

mograms as seismic noise. If we had pressure and seismic sensors at a close distance, the34

data show high coherence, especially when surface pressure is large. Two broad frequency35

ranges are seen typically in the coherence. The lower frequency (LF) range is below 0.00236

Hz but its lower bound is too low to determine by our data. This is from the limitation37

of seismic sensors. The higher frequency (HF) range is between about 0.01 Hz and 0.0538

Hz. Phase differences between pressure and seismic displacement are basically opposite39

between the two frequency ranges. The LF range shows phase difference of zero while the40

HF range shows 180 deg. This can be explained by the fact that seismic sensors below41

0.005 Hz is influenced by gravity signals. We illustrate it by using a simple model. We42

also show that seismic signals in the HF range is excited by wind-related surface pressure43
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changes. This pressure deforms the Earth from which we can estimate elastic constants at44

shallow depths.45

1 Introduction46

The aim of this paper is to summarize the main characteristics of atmosphere-generated47

seismic noise for frequencies below 0.05 Hz. Our analysis is only at low frequencies and48

makes a contrast to recent studies on wind-induced ground motions such as Naderyan et49

al. (2016), Mohammadi et al. (2019), and Johnson et al. (2019) which focused on much50

higher frequency data, typically above 1 Hz. Physics that governs low frequency data (<51

0.05 Hz) is quite different from that for high frequency data. For example, tilt effects in52

horizontal seismic data become dominant for frequencies below 0.05 Hz while its impor-53

tance diminishes for higher frequencies.54

There is a long history on the study of atmosphere-generated seismic noise for fre-55

quencies below 0.05 Hz (e.g., Herrin et al., 1969, McDonald et al., 1969; Sorrells, 1971;56

Sorrells et al, 1971; Savino et al., 1972; Sorrells and Goforth, 1973; Ziolkowski, 1973;57

Warburton and Goodkind, 1977; Müller and Zürn, 1983; Zürn and Widmer, 1995; Beau-58

doin et al., 1996; Tsai et al., 2004; Zürn et al., 2007; De Angelis and Bodin, 2012; Hutt59

et al., 2017). Some important characteristics were identified and their specific mechanisms60

were proposed by these studies, such as the pressure-loading effects on Earth’s surface and61

the gravitational attraction effects by atmospheric density changes. There still exist some62

confusion as evidenced by a proposal of three different models in Zürn and Wielandt63

(2007), although this paper brought much clarity on relevant effects that need to be con-64

sidered.65

In this paper, we attempt to present new data from colocated pressure and seis-66

mic data and improve our understanding on the causes and mechanisms of atmosphere-67

generated seismic noise. We discuss three main points. The first point is the existence68

of two frequency ranges that show high coherence between pressure and vertical seismic69

displacement (section 2). In this paper, unless otherwise noted, pressure and vertical seis-70

mic displacement are those after the removal of instrumental response effects. It seems71

significant that there are only two high-coherence ranges for frequencies below 0.05 Hz.72

Hereafter, we refer to them as the LF (low-frequency) range and the HF (high-frequency)73
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range. The LF range typically occupies the frequency range below 0.002 Hz and the HF74

range is confined to a frequency range between about 0.01 Hz and 0.05 Hz.75

The existence of the LF range seems to be quite universal as long as seismic in-76

struments have high sensitivity to low-frequency signals (e.g., Warburton and Goodkind,77

1977; Müller and Zürn, 1983; Zürn and Widmer, 1995; Beaudoin et al., 1996). On the78

other hand, clear emergence of the HF peak depends on the nature of shallow structure79

beneath a station. When shallow structure beneath a station is soft (with low rigidity), the80

HF peak is clear because seismic amplitudes become large. But when shallow structure81

is hard, the HF range is typically small because seismic amplitudes are small and do not82

correlate well with pressure. We show that relative amplitudes between the LF range and83

HF range vary from station to station and these variations can be explained by differences84

in the low-frequency response of seismic instruments and the nature of shallow structure.85

The second point of this paper is on the excitation mechanism of the HF peak (sec-86

tion 3). We show that the HF peak (0.01-0.05 Hz) is created by wind-related pressure87

variations on Earth’s surface. Taking advantage of an increasing number of wind data88

at seismic stations, Johnson et al. (2019) pointed out interesting examples in which the89

winds excited ground motions through shaking trees and structures. But their frequency90

range is mostly above 1 Hz and the results do not seem to apply to frequencies below 0.0591

Hz. Dybing et al. (2019) analyzed wind, pressure, and seismic data for a much broader92

frequency band and stressed that there are complex relations among them even at low93

frequencies. These conclusions are generally true if we do not pay attention to pressure94

amplitudes. The main difference of our study is that if we focused on data from high-95

pressure time intervals, we can observe relatively simple relations among wind speed, sur-96

face pressure and seismic motions.97

In section 3, we derive a theoretical formula that shows four different effects that in-98

fluence surface pressure (3.1). We then show in (3.2) that when pressure is large, pressure99

is approximately proportional to the square of wind speed in the HF range. This observa-100

tion suggests that the surface wind-speed term in the theoretical formula is the most im-101

portant term and is the primary cause for surface pressure in the HF range. We also show102

in section (3.3) that the wind-seismic plots basically show similar patterns to the pressure-103

seismic plots, lending another support that pressure is closely related to winds in high-104

pressure, high wind-speed time intervals. Furthermore, we point out an important feature105
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in wind direction data in (3.4); when wind speeds are low, wind directions change rapidly106

in all azimuths. But when wind speeds become high, wind directions generally become107

uni-directional and stable. Based on these observations and theoretical considerations, we108

argue that when pressure is high, seismic data in the HF range may be modeled by a de-109

terministic, moving pressure source model by Sorrells (1971). In contrast, when surface110

pressure is low, wind directions become unstable and change in all azimuths. Then pres-111

sure variations on the surface should be quite heterogenous and contain stochastic charac-112

teristics. In such a situation, a theory that incorporates stochasticity in pressure (Sorrells113

and Goforth, 1973) seems better suited to model seismic data.114

The third point of this paper is on the cause of differences in phase relations be-115

tween the LF range and the HF range (section 4). The answer to this question lies in un-116

derstanding what a modern, force-balance seismometer records in its vertical component117

(Gilbert, 1980; Wahr, 1981; Dahlen and Tromp, 1998; Zürn and Wielandt, 2007). It turns118

out that deconvolved seismic vertical displacement, even after removal of the instrument119

response, contains not only true vertical ground displacement but additional effects from120

gravity and Earth rotation. These additional effects can explain why phase difference be-121

tween pressure and vertical displacement is zero in the LF range and is 180 degrees in the122

HF range. We illustrate this point by using a simple model developed by Warburton and123

Goodkind (1977). Zürn and Wielandt (2007) proposed different models in their analysis124

of gravity data but the main features in one of their models, the Bouguer plate model, are125

essentially the same with our analysis. Although this model is quite different from our126

model, it can also explain our data, provided parameters are chosen in a certain range. At127

the end of section 4, we briefly discuss similarities and differences between the two mod-128

els.129

We summarize our conclusions in section 5.130

2 Two high-coherence frequency ranges131

2.1 Coherence132

We start with a discussion of coherence between colocated pressure and vertical133

seismic data. Figures 1 shows examples of coherence from stations U54A and U57A,134

both of which were in the EarthScope Transportable Array (Tytell et al., 2016, hereafter135

we refer to this network as TA). U54A was in Tennessee, USA, and U57A was in North136
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Carolina, USA. We compute the coherence by evaluating the formula137

Coh( f ) = |
E[X∗( f )Y ( f )]√

E[X∗( f )X( f )]E[Y ∗( f )Y ( f )]
| (1)

where X( f ) and Y ( f ) are seismic and pressure spectra and E[] means the ensemble av-138

eraging. We removed the instrument response from pressure and seismic data and com-139

puted coherence, power spectral densities (PSD) of pressure and PSDs of seismic ground140

velocity using six-hour-long time series from the entire year of 2014. For coherence, we141

divided each six-hour time series into thirteen overlapping 3-hour long time series, by142

shifting the start time 15 minutes for each 3-hour time series. We then took the average143

of these thirteen spectra in order to get an ensemble average for the quantities with E[].144

In top panels (Figure 1), we show raw coherence plotted against frequency. We145

selected the time series whose pressure power spectral density at 0.01 Hz exceeded 300146

(Pa2/Hz) for these stations. It is important to stress that we select data from high-pressure147

time intervals. These raw data are from the first 30 days only as scatter in results from148

the entire year of 2014 would make any features in coherence impossible to see. The an-149

nual averages are shown in bottom panels. Average values of coherence are shown in red150

and their standard deviations are shown by blue vertical lines at each frequency. They are151

semi-log plots; coherence in vertical axes is linear but frequency in the horizontal axes152

is in the logarithmic scale. In this averaging process, we removed earthquake effects by153

using the global CMT catalogue (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). We re-154

moved data for 24 hours after M=8 (Moment magnitude) or larger earthquakes, 12 hours155

after earthquakes with magnitude 7 < M < 8 and 6 hours for earthquakes smaller than156

M=7.157

We find two main high-coherence ranges in the annually averaged values in bot-158

tom panels (Figure 1); there is one at about 0.001 Hz and another one from about 0.01159

Hz to 0.05 Hz. The former is the lower-frequency (LF) range and the latter is the higher-160

frequency (HF) range. For U57A (Figure 1d), the LF range seems to be a peak at about161

0.001 Hz but U54A (Figure 1c) shows a broader range with high plateau that extends to-162

wards much lower frequencies. Similar features to U54A are seen at many other perma-163

nent stations with STS-1 seismometers (Wielandt and Streckeisen, 1982), for example in164

Figure 4. The reason that it shows up like a peak at some stations (as in Figure 1d) rather165

than a much broader range is probably because the instrument response drops off rapidly166

at low frequencies. We discuss this point further in section (2.3).167
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There is a small peak in the higher frequency range between about 0.08 Hz and 0.1168

Hz. We believe this high-frequency (small) peak is related to the peak from 0.01 Hz to169

0.05 Hz but is truncated by the ocean-generated primary microseism between 0.05 Hz170

and 0.07 Hz (e.g., Haubrich and McCamy, 1969) as it can destroy the coherence between171

surface pressure and seismic motions. This feature is found systematically at many stations172

(Tanimoto and Wang, 2018).173

Existence of a higher-frequency peak between about 0.08 Hz and 0.1 Hz suggests174

that the atmosphere can generate seismic noise up to about 0.1 Hz when surface pressure175

is high. But those seismic amplitudes are generally small and is always truncated from the176

lower-frequency part by the primary microseism. Hereafter, we will not include this higher177

frequency part (0.08-0.1 Hz) in our analysis and refer to the peak in the frequency range178

0.01-0.05 Hz as the HF range.179

2.2 Phase difference between pressure and vertical displacement180

The bottom two panels in Figure 1 show two vertical dashed lines, one at 0.001 Hz181

and the other at 0.02 Hz. We chose these frequencies because coherence values are near182

the maximum for the LF range (0.001 Hz) and the HF range (0.02 Hz). We expect that183

the characteristics at these frequencies represent the characteristics of each high-coherence184

range. In this section we examine phase differences between pressure and vertical dis-185

placement at these frequencies.186

Figure 2 shows phase differences φz − φp , where phase of vertical displacement187

is denoted by φz and phase of pressure by φp . For coherence calculation in the previous188

section, we used seismic velocities but here we converted them to ground displacements189

and measured φz . The panels on the lefthand side (a, b, and c) are for phase differences190

at 0.001 Hz and the panels on the righthand side (d, e, and f) are for 0.02 Hz. Figures 2a191

and 2d (top row) are for station U57A and Figures 2b and 2e (middle row) are for station192

U54A.193

The upper panel of Figure 2a shows raw coherence data plotted against phase dif-194

ference for station U57A. The panel just below it shows the histogram for the same data.195

Figure 2a shows that high coherence points, higher than 0.8, are concentrated near the196

center of this plot in the horizontal axis which is at phase difference of zero. The his-197
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togram also shows that the maximum is found near the phase difference of zero. There198

is scatter but they basically indicate that φz = φp at 0.001 Hz.199

Figure 2b also shows similar plots for the phase differences at 0.001 Hz for station200

U54A. There is more scatter in this plot than in Figure 2a but the overall patterns remain201

similar. High coherence values (>0.8) are concentrated near the phase difference of zero.202

Figure 2c illustrates the direction of vertical displacement at 0.001 Hz. We define203

vertical displacement as positive upward, thus the phase difference of zero means when204

pressure is high, the direction of ground motion is up. We will discuss the cause for this205

observation in section 4.206

This behavior of seismic instruments in a very low frequency range (about 1 mHz)207

has actually been known for more than 40 years; it was noted in a study with supercon-208

ducting gravimeters (Warburton and Goodkind, 1977) and also with long-period seis-209

mometers (Müller and Zürn, 1983; Zürn and Widmer, 1995; Beaudouin,et al., 1996). This210

effect is sometimes referred to as "the buoyancy effect", especially in studies with super-211

conducting gravimeters. However, this terminology is not adequate for our data. This is212

because seismic sensors at TA stations (U54A and U57A) are buried to a depth of about 2213

m in a vault and density surrounding a seismic sensor are not changing very much.214

We note that there are secondary peaks at ±90 degrees both in Figures 2a and 2b.215

The cause of these data is not clear. The Coriolis term that we discuss in section 4 may216

be a possible cause as it has the imaginary constant (i) which generates 90-deg phase shift217

but its verification is beyond the scope of this paper. Since the majority of high-coherence218

data are concentrated near the phase difference of zero, we focus on understanding these219

data in this paper.220

Figures 2d and 2e show phase differences at 0.02 Hz for station U57A and U54A221

respectively. The most remarkable feature is that the phase differences at 0.02 Hz are222

about ±180 degrees, basically the opposite phase relations from those at 0.001 Hz. Phase223

differences of ±180 degrees mean that when pressure is high, the Earth’s surface is de-224

pressed downward. It is essentially the pressure loading effects on Earth’s surface as illus-225

trated in Figure 2f.226

The relation between pressure and vertical displacement for the HF peak can also227

be illustrated as in Figure 3. It shows that as pressure waves propagates on the surface,228
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the Earth’s surface literally responds to it with the opposite sign. In section 3, we show229

that these pressure changes are related to winds. If pressure is related to winds, pressure230

change on the surface can only move with a speed about 1-10 (m/s). We refer to them231

as pressure waves but it is important to note that they are different from pressure waves232

in the atmosphere that propagate with a speed of sound (about 340 m/s). Wind-related233

pressure waves move at a much lower speed.234

Existence of the LF range and the HF range and the trough between them (the notch235

frequency) have actually been discussed by Zürn and Wielandt (2007) based on their anal-236

ysis of colocated pressure and gravity data. Although there are some differences between237

gravity data and seismic data, our analysis confirms their claims.238

In section 4, for the co-located pressure and seismic data, we present a simple theo-239

retical framework to understand the characteristics in phase-difference data. It is possible240

to understand coherence and phase data by this theory.241

2.3 Variations from station to station242

We noted that relative amplitudes in coherence between 0.001 Hz (the LF range)243

and 0.02 Hz (the HF peak) vary from station to station. In this section, we show some244

typical examples in Figures 4 and 5 and point out the two main controlling factors that245

cause these variations; the first factor is a type of seismic instruments, especially on the246

sensitivity to low-frequency ground motions at about 0.001 Hz. The second factor is the247

near-surface structure beneath each station which is related to the HF peak.248

Figure 4 shows coherence plotted against frequency at three stations that have the249

STS-1 seismic sensors (Wielandt and Streckeisen, 1982). STS-1 is a type of seismic in-250

strument that has high sensitivity to low-frequency seismic signals (Figure 6). Figure 4251

should be compared to Figures 1c (EarthScope TA station U54A) and 1d (U57A). From252

top to bottom, stations in Figure 4 are BFO (Black Forest Observatory, Germany), COR253

(Corvallis, Oregon), and HRV (Harvard, Massachusetts), respectively. They show that the254

LF ranges are consistently found at all three stations but the HF peaks are not clear.255

We attribute the clear LF ranges to the fact that STS-1 sensors have good sensitiv-256

ity to low frequencies. The pendulum period of STS-1 is 360 sec and thus its response at257

0.001 Hz is low but it still has some sensitivity (Figure 6). We interpret that because of258
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this sensitivity at low frequencies, all three stations show sensitivity to atmospheric den-259

sity changes at 0.001 Hz. We attribute the lack of the HF peaks to the fact that stations260

with STS-1 sensors are located at very low-noise sites, which typically means at hard-261

rock sites. At such hard-rock sites, shallow structure does not deform easily due to atmo-262

spheric pressure loading effects. Since the deformation of the underlying medium is small,263

seismic signals are low and coherence with pressure becomes low. This is quite different264

from U54A and U57A in Figure 1, whose seismic sensors had reasonably good response265

to low-frequency signals (Nanometrics Trillium 240 sensors, Figure 6) but were installed266

at sites with relatively soft near-surface layers.267

We are mainly making the argument here by attributing the differences to ampli-268

tude response of instruments between STS-1 like instruments and STS-2 like instruments.269

There is also a possibility that the differences in instrumental noise (S/N ratios) at about270

0.001 Hz is playing a role in destroying the coherence. It is, of course, very difficult to271

distinguish between the amplitude-response effects and the instrumental-noise effects. It272

seems that these two effects cannot be distinguished.273

Figure 5 shows examples from three other stations. From top to bottom, they are274

W60A (North Carolina with Trillium 240 sensor), KMSC (South Carolina with STS-2275

sensor) and Y22D (New Mexico with CMG3T sensor) and all stations show the HF peaks276

clearly. But emergence of the LF range is clearly different among the three stations. The277

LF range can be identified for W60A (Figure 5, top) but the LF ranges are missing for278

KMSC and Y22D. We claim that these differences arise because of the differences in in-279

strumental sensitivity to low-frequency signals (0.001 Hz).280

Response of various seismic instruments are summarized in Figure 6. There are ten281

different sensors in Figure 6 but because some instruments have quite similar response,282

only five curves are distinguishable. These response curves were normalized by the am-283

plitude at 0.1 Hz. At 0.001 Hz, STS-1, STS-6A and Trillium 360 have relatively high re-284

sponse among those sensors. Note that the response of the (Nanometrics) Trillium 240 at285

0.001 Hz is smaller but is much better than STS-2, STS-2.5, STS-5A, CMG3T and T120286

posthole, by a factor of about 4. We believe that these differences in response can explain287

the lack of LF ranges for KMSC (STS-2) and Y22D (CMG3T) in Figure 5.288

Most EarthScope TA stations were equipped with STS-2, CMG3T, or Trillium 240.289

In general, stations with Trillium 240 tend to show the LF peak as in Figure 1 (U54A and290
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U57A) and Figure 5 (W60A), but stations with STS-2 or CMG3T sensors do not show the291

LF range. Detailed information on the instruments and their installations at TA stations292

can be found at www.usarray.org.293

In summary, the type of seismic sensor is critical for the appearance of LF range294

and the softness of shallow structure beneath each station is critical for the appearance of295

the HF peak. In general, the softer the near-surface layer, the clearer the HF peaks.296

3 Excitation source in the HF range297

It has been known for some time that pressure and seismic signals associated with298

the HF peak can be used for a study of Earth structure. Jeffreys (1959), for example,299

showed that a ratio between pressure and surface vertical displacement is a function of300

rigidity in the solid Earth. This line of study was extended to a moving pressure source301

(Sorrells, 1971) and a stochastic pressure source (Sorrels and Goforth, 1973). We adopted302

the approach by Sorrells (1971) and showed that seismic data are fit better with an intro-303

duction of constant noise that does not change with local pressure variations (Tanimoto304

and Wang, 2018). Presumably, in the HF range, these constant noise are ocean-generated305

seismic noise including the hum (Rhie and Romanowicz, 2004;Tanimoto, 2005). We then306

extended a homogeneous half-space model in Sorrells (1971) to a multi-layered medium307

and formulated an inverse approach for shallow elastic structure beneath a co-located308

station (Tanimoto and Wang, 2019). But the basis of this line of work needs clarifica-309

tion because various researchers hold different views for the nature of surface pressure310

source. This situation probably arose because pressure source sometimes displays random,311

stochastic behaviors (Sorrells and Goforth, 1973) while at other times it behaves like a312

uni-directionally moving pressure source (Sorrells, 1971).313

Dybing et al. (2019) recently reported a systematic study of wind-generated seismic314

noise and pointed out that both pressure fields and seismic-wave fields are quite hetero-315

geneous. Those reports are generally true if one tries to understand a broad wind-speed316

range and also a broad pressure range. However, if we select data from the time intervals317

of high wind speeds and high pressure, we can find coherent motions between pressure318

and seismic data for frequencies between 0.01 Hz and 0.05 Hz. For co-located pressure319

and seismic data, it is relatively easy to identify these time intervals by computing co-320
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herence between pressure and seismic data. And from these highly coherent data we can321

measure elastic deformation of the solid Earth, generated by surface pressure changes.322

In the following, we first examine theory and identify what can influence surface323

pressure variations (section 3.1). Theory shows that there can be four different effects on324

surface pressure; they are (i) the inertial effect (the acceleration term), (ii) the wind ef-325

fect, (iii) the effect from density changes in a vertical column above a station, and (iv) the326

effect from the changes in surface gravitational field due to density changes elsewhere.327

Using pressure, wind and seismic data, we will show evidence that wind-related pres-328

sure changes are the cause for the HF peak when pressure is large (sections 3.2 and 3.3).329

We also point out by using wind data (section 3.4) that when wind speed is high, sur-330

face pressure is large and wind directions become almost uni-directional. Such a situa-331

tion can be modeled quite well by a deterministic, moving pressure source model by Sor-332

rells (1971). On the other hand, when wind speed is low (when pressure is low), wind333

directions change rapidly in all azimuths. In this situation, surface pressure should con-334

tain large stochastic components and the stochastic source model by Sorrells and Goforth335

(1973) should be a better source model.336

3.1 What controls surface pressure?337

The momentum equation that governs atmospheric motions may be written by338

ρ∂tv + ρ(v · ∇)v = −∇P − ρgẑ (2)

where ρ is density, ∂t is a partial differentiation with respect to t, v = (vx, vy, vz) is a339

velocity vector of atmospheric flow, P is pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration and340

ẑ is the unit vector in the vertical (z) direction which we take as upwardly positive. We341

consider the atmosphere to occupy from the Earth’s surface (z = 0) to the infinity (z = ∞).342

We drop the viscous term because it is small due to low viscosity of the atmosphere.343

Let us assume that the initial equilibrium state satisfies344

∂zP0 = −ρ0g0 (3)

where the subscripts 0 denote the quantities in the initial state. When atmospheric motions345

occur (v , 0), there are perturbations to density, pressure and gravitational acceleration in346
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general. We express them by347

P = P0 + P1 (4)

ρ = ρ0 + ρ1 (5)

g = g0 + g1 (6)

where the quantities with the subscript 1 indicate perturbations.348

Transforming the equation to the Fourier domain and rearranging the terms, we can349

write the z component as350

−∂zP1 = iωρ0vz + ρ0[(v · ∇)v]z + ρ1g0 + ρ0g1 (7)

where ω(= 2π f ) is an angular frequency, a bar indicates Fourier transformation and a351

subscript z indicates a z-component. Using the relation (v · ∇)v = ∇( 12 |v|
2) − v × (∇ × v)352

and integrating this equation from z = 0 to z = ∞, we get353

P1( f ) = iω
∫ ∞

0
ρ0vzdz (8)

+
1
2
ρ0 |v(0)|2 −

∫ ∞

0
ρ0[v × (∇ × v)]zdz (9)

+

∫ ∞

0
ρ1g0dz (10)

+

∫ ∞

0
ρ0g1dz (11)

where P1( f ) is the surface pressure perturbation at a frequency f . Although this is one354

equation, in order to distinguish four effects, we assign the numbers from (8) to (11). The355

first term (on the righthand side) (8) is the inertia term (the acceleration term), the two356

terms in the second row (9) are wind-related terms where v is the wind velocity vector,357

the term in the third row (10) is pressure generated by density perturbations in a vertical358

column above the station just like the hydrostatic pressure (note ρ1 can change with time),359

and the last term (11) is caused by perturbations in the gravitational field, generated by360

density perturbations elsewhere.361

It is hard to tell which of the four effects control surface pressure in general. But362

from the analysis of wind data in the next section, we will claim that the first term in363

(9), (1/2)ρ0 |v(0)|2, is the major source of surface pressure in the frequency band 0.01-364

0.05 Hz, when surface pressure is large. This is a well-known term in Bernuilli’s equation365

(e.g., Landau and Lifshitz, 1975) where v(0) is the wind velocity on the Earth’s surface366

(z = 0).367
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3.2 Wind-Pressure plots368

In Figure 7, we compare pressure and wind data at four stations, U54A, U56A,369

KMSC and Y22D, for which both data were available. Wind data are recorded in two370

time series, one for wind speed W(t) in unit of m/s and the other for wind direction Φ(t)371

which is measured clockwise from north for our data.372

We computed the wind speed PSD in the following steps: we first form wind veloc-373

ity time series which has two components, the east-west direction Wx(t) = W(t) sinΦ(t)374

and the north-south direction Wy(t) = W(t) cosΦ(t). We then computed Fourier spectra for375

each component (Wx( f ) and Wy( f )) and obtained the wind speed PSD by combining them376

as Sw( f ) = {|Wx( f )|2 + |Wy( f )|2}/TL where TL is the length of time series (one hour).377

Figure 7 shows the wind-speed PSD Sw( f ) plotted against Sp( f ) at f = 0.02 Hz378

for four stations.The length of time series was one hour and the wind-speed PSDs for ev-379

ery one-hour time series from the entire year of 2014 are plotted here. All four cases in380

Figure 7 show generally increasing trend between the wind-speed PSD and the pressure381

PSD. But scatters in data are not small. For example for a given wind-speed PSD, say 10382

(m2/s2/Hz), the range of pressure PSD extends approximately from 1 to 100 (Pa2/Hz),383

spanning two orders of magnitude.384

In each panel of Figure 7, a dashed pink line that corresponds to P ∝ v2 is shown385

for pressure higher than 1 (Pa2/Hz). The fact that all data show a similar trend in high386

pressure range and approximately agrees with the trend for P ∝ v2 indicates that the first387

term in (9), (1/2)ρ0 |v(0)|2, becomes dominant and primarily determines surface pressure.388

3.3 Comparison between pressure-seismic plots and wind-seismic plots389

In Tanimoto and Wang (2018, 2019), we presented an approach that examined colo-390

cated pressure and seismic data in pressure-seismic plots. An example for station U54A is391

shown in the top left panel of Figure 8. This is at a frequency of 0.02 Hz and the data are392

from the entire year of 2014. All PSDs were computed using one-hour time intervals in393

this case.394

This panel shows that when pressure PSD is lower than about 1 (Pa2/Hz), vertical395

seismic PSDs are nearly constant, meaning seismic signals are not influenced by the lo-396

cal pressure. But for a pressure range above 1 (Pa2/Hz), vertical seismic PSDs become397
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proportional to pressure PSDs, suggesting that the local pressure is a significant source of398

seismic signals.399

In the HF range, we also find signals from the hum which are ocean-generated seis-400

mic noise (e.g., Rhie and Romanowicz, 2004; Tanimoto, 2005). But their occurrence has401

no relation to local pressure variations. Therefore, the hum signals should appear as scat-402

tered points in this plot. Their existence does not affect the major trends in this plot.403

In the same plot, time intervals of high coherence (> 0.7) are plotted in red. They404

only appear in a high pressure range. Note that phase shifts between pressure and vertical405

seismic data are ±180 degrees (Figure 2) and the relationship between surface pressure406

and vertical displacement is as illustrated in Figure 3. We can interpret that the data above407

1 (Pa2/Hz) are showing elastic response of the solid Earth by surface pressure changes.408

Four pressure ranges are defined in the top panel (Figure 8, left) indicated by ver-409

tical dash lines. We refer to them as A, B, C, and D from high to low pressure ranges.410

For each pressure range, we made a histogram of coherence and show them below the411

pressure-seismic plot (Figure 8, left). When the pressure range is very high (A), coherence412

(pressure and vertical data) is mostly above 0.9. For the next pressure range (B), coher-413

ence is still mostly above 0.8. For the next range (C), which is the pressure range at about414

the threshold pressure (which is about 1 Pa2/Hz), there are some high coherence points415

(>0.8) but there are also low coherence points. In the pressure range D, most data show416

coherence smaller than 0.6 with the average being about 0.2-0.3. These histograms under-417

score the point that if we want to derive shallow structure in the solid Earth, we need to418

select data only from a high pressure range, preferably above 100 (Pa2/Hz) for this sta-419

tion.420

On the righthand side of Figure 8 (top), we show a wind-seismic plot. Instead of421

using the pressure PSDs, we used the wind PSDs for the horizontal axis. There is clearly422

much larger scatter in this plot than in the pressure-seismic plot (Figure 8, left), but the423

figure also supports that the basic pattern remains the same. The threshold wind PSD is424

about 2 (m2/s2/Hz) and below this value, seismic PSDs are nearly constant. Above the425

wind PSD of 2 (m2/s2/Hz), there is a rising trend in seismic PSD with higher wind PSD.426

In a similar manner to the pressure-seismic plot on the lefthand side, we defined427

four ranges for the wind PSD and plotted histograms of coherence in the four panels be-428
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low. These coherence values are coherence between pressure and seismic data, not be-429

tween wind and seismic data. When wind-speed PSDs are high (AA), coherence is also430

high. Most data show coherence higher than 0.8 with larger concentration in the range431

above 0.9. In the next range (BB), while there are some high coherence data, the range of432

coherence becomes quite wide. For the two lower wind PSD ranges (CC and DD), coher-433

ence is consistently low.434

Similar plots are shown for three other stations U56A (Figure 9), KMSC (FIgure435

10), and Y22D (Figure 11). In all of them, we can see considerably larger scatter in the436

wind-seismic plots than in the pressure-seismic plots but the basic patterns in wind-seismic437

plots remain similar to those in pressure-seismic plots.438

This similarity between pressure-seismic plots and wind-seismic plots may not be439

surprising, considering the wind-speed PSD vs. pressure PSD relationships in Figure 7.440

After all, there is an approximate relation P ∝ v2 when pressure is large, which should441

make the two plots similar.442

The fact that pressure-seismic plots show much smaller scatter than wind-seismic443

plots suggests that surface pressure is the driving (excitation) source of seismic motions.444

Larger scatter in wind-seismic plots may have resulted from two reasons; one is the fact445

that surface pressure can change because of three other causes, expressed in terms (8)-446

(11), although the dominant term should remain (1/2)ρ0v(0)2 in the high pressure range.447

The other reason may be due to the fact that wind measurements are made at a few meters448

above the ground. Even though it seems close to the surface, turbulence may still create449

fluctuations in wind speeds.450

3.4 Wind data and Interpretation451

Atmospheric flow of air is complex due to the effects of turbulence. A typical sit-452

uation may be illustrated as in Figure 12 (Garrett, 1992; Davidson, 2015) which shows a453

mean stream flow and vortices generated by turbulence.454

The frequency range of the HF peak, between 0.01 Hz and 0.05 Hz, is in the inertial455

subrange of turbulence (e.g., Landau and Lifshitz, 1959; Monin and Yaglom, 1975; David-456

son, 2015) in which the energy cascading process of three-dimensional turbulence must457

be occurring. Various scales of vortices are created in this frequency band and each scale458
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(vortex size) should correspond to a frequency, determined approximately by its overturn459

time in a vortex. Pressure data often show stochastic behaviors because of it, particularly460

in high frequency ranges. This was probably the reason why, after developing a determin-461

istic moving pressure source model in Sorrells (1971), Sorrells and Goforth (1973) devel-462

oped an analysis procedure that takes into account the stochastic behaviors of pressure.463

We believe, however, that the formulation by Sorrells (1971) is better suited for the464

frequency range 0.01-0.05 Hz, when pressure is large. The critical data that we base this465

opinion are wind data, which come with two time series; one for wind direction and the466

other for wind speed. Figure 13 shows an example of wind data, plotted with temperature467

data. This station is XPFO in the Piñon Flat Observatory in Southern California. The data468

are from day 331 in 2018 (November 28, 2018) for the next seven days. The top panel469

shows wind direction, measured in the clockwise direction from north. The middle panel470

shows wind speed and the bottom panel shows temperature. All data are from one sample-471

per-second data and no filter was applied to these data.472

The critical feature we want to emphasize is in the top two panels; note that when473

wind speeds are high, higher than about 10 m/s, wind directions tend to become quite474

stable. The average direction is about 220 degrees from north (clockwise) with a stan-475

dard deviation of about ±20 degrees. Such high wind speeds are seen only from day 331476

to day 335. In contrast, when wind speeds are low (lower than about 5 m/s), especially477

for day 336 and 337, wind directions rapidly change in all azimuths (Figure 13). Rapid478

changes in wind direction are are also seen during the night hours (local time for Southern479

California) from day 331 to 335 when wind speeds typically die down.480

In this paper, we focus on data from high-pressure time intervals when wind direc-481

tions tend to become uni-directional. Such a situation seems to be modeled quite well by482

a moving pressure source model by Sorrells (1971), as uni-directional winds are associ-483

ated with large pressure which sweeps over a co-located station in the wind direction.484

On the other hand, when wind speeds are low, wind directions widely fluctuate. Ac-485

cordingly, there must be temporarily and spatially heterogeneous pressure variations on486

Earth’s surface. In such a situation, the stochastic pressure source model by Sorrells and487

Goforth (1973) is better suited to model seismic data.488
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4 Gravity effects in vertical seismic data489

In this section, we consider the reason why phase difference between pressure and490

vertical displacement is zero for the LF range and 180 deg for the HF range. It turns491

out that in order to understand these phase-difference data, we need to understand what492

a modern force-balance seismometer measures. A quite general analysis on this ques-493

tion can be found in Dahlen and Tromp (1998, section 4.4), based on previous studies by494

Gilbert (1980) and Wahr (1981). We basically apply their theoretical analysis to our prob-495

lem. The important point is that vertical seismic displacement, recorded by a seismometer,496

contains not only true vertical displacement but also some effects from gravity and Earth497

rotation. And for the frequency range of our problem, the rotation-related terms are small498

and the term for gravitational attraction caused by density changes in the atmosphere be-499

comes dominant. The effect of this term is frequency dependent for displacement, becom-500

ing large in the LF range but negligible in the HF range. The puzzle on phase differences501

between the LF and HF ranges can be explained by this frequency-dependent effect.502

We illustrate this point by using a model similar to Warburton and Goodkind (1977)503

which assumed that density changes in the atmosphere occur within a volume of verti-504

cal cylinder over a station and the solid Earth is treated as an elastic, homogeneous half-505

space. Since the detailed analysis for this model, derived from basic principles (Gilbert,506

1980; Wahr, 1981; Dahlen and Tromp, 1998), has not been presented before, we describe507

them below. We note that Zürn and Wielandt (2007) proposed three different models and508

already demonstrated an importance of gravitational attraction effects by atmospheric den-509

sity changes for their gravity data. It is not surprising to see similar effects in vertical510

seismic data, even though our assumptions in our model are quite different. We briefly511

discuss similarities and differences at the end of this section. The main point of this sec-512

tion is that this gravitational-attraction effect, with its frequency dependence, can resolve513

the puzzle on phase relations between pressure and vertical seismic displacement.514

4.1 What does a seismometer measure in low frequency bands?515

We start from the formula (4.180) in Dahlen and Tromp (1998, p144). For a rotat-516

ing, spherical earth model, vertical acceleration az(t) recorded by a modern force-balance517

seismometer can be written (in our notation)518

az(t) = ẑ · (∂2
t s + 2Ω × ∂ts + ∇φ1) + s · ∇g0, (12)
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where ẑ is the unit vertical vector (positive upward), s(t) is ground displacement vector, Ω519

is the angular rotation vector of the Earth, φ1 is gravitational potential perturbation, and520

g0 is gravitational acceleration at the surface of the Earth. At this stage, we keep the Cori-521

olis term but drop the centrifugal-acceleration term in Dahlen and Tromp (1998) because522

the latter is much smaller. We drop this term and ignore the ellipticity of the Earth, even523

though they are first-order terms. For our local-scale problem, it seems reasonable to do524

so. In the frequency domain, we can write this formula as525

Az( f ) = −ω2Sz( f ) − g1 −
2g0
R

Sz( f ) − 2iωΩ sin θSE ( f ) (13)

where the Coriolis term is now the last term and Az( f ), Sz( f ) and SE ( f ) are Fourier526

transformations of az(t), sz(t), and sE (t). Here sE (t) is a horizontal displacement in the527

east-west direction and emerges in this expression for vertical acceleration because of the528

vector product in the Coriolis term. The second term on the righthand side (g1) is pertur-529

bation in gravitational acceleration and is related to gravitational potential perturbation by530

g1 = −∇φ1. For the current seismic-noise problem, this is generated by density changes in531

the atmosphere. The third term is the last term in (12) and was derived by using the rela-532

tion ∂zg0 = −2g0/R where R is the radius of the Earth. We refer to it as the free-air term533

because it is similar to the free-air gravity correction. The fourth term is the Coriolis term534

and θ is the colatitude of the co-located station. This term has phase shift with respect to535

other terms.536

4.2 Displacement formula537

For our problem, perturbation in gravitational acceleration g1 occurs because of den-538

sity changes in the atmosphere. Following previous studies on gravity data (e.g., Warbur-539

ton and Goodkind, 1977; Merriam, 1992), we consider a volume of vertically-oriented540

cylinder in the atmosphere in which density change occurs. We denote its horizontal ra-541

dius by a, its vertical height H, and density change by ∆ρ (Figure 14). We assume that542

this density change is constant and uniform in the cylinder. In Figure 14, this cylinder543

appears aloft above the ground but it essentially starts from the surface. On the Earth sur-544

face, there is a circular region (radius a) of pressure increase, given by ∆P = ∆ρg0H,545

under this cylinder. Co-located pressure and seismic sensors are located at the center of546

this circular region on the Earth’s surface.547
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When the horizontal radius of the cylinder a is large, perturbation in gravitational548

acceleration g1 at the co-located station can be expressed by a term similar to the Bouguer549

gravity correction (Warburton and Goodkind, 1977; Zürn and Wielandt, 2007),550

g1 = 2πG∆ρH =
2πG∆P

g0
(14)

where we used ∆P = ∆ρg0H because the variations in g0 with altitude are small in the551

atmosphere.552

Substituting this formula in (13) and dividing the formula by −ω2, we obtain the553

formula for displacement Uz( f ):554

Uz( f ) = Sz( f ) +
2πG∆P( f )
ω2g0

+
2g0

ω2R
Sz( f ) + i

2
ω
Ω sin θSE ( f ) (15)

When we remove the instrument response from the original seismic data and convert it555

to displacement, we obtain Uz( f ). The true vertical ground displacement is Sz( f ). This556

formula shows that the deconvolved seismic vertical displacement Uz( f ) is not equal to557

the true vertical displacement Sz( f ). It contains three additional terms: two gravity-related558

terms (the second and third terms) and one rotation-related term (the fourth term).559

We can immediately see in (15) that because of the dependence on 1/ω2 for the560

gravity-related terms and 1/ω for the rotation-related term, Uz should approach Sz at high561

frequencies. But at low frequencies, the differences between Uz and Sz can be large.562

4.3 Pressure loading effects563

We now introduce another assumption, a homogeneous half-space model for the564

solid Earth, and analyze equation (15) further. Density changes introduce perturbations565

in the gravitational acceleration g1 but at the same time generates surface pressure ∆P566

that deforms the Earth surface. It should generate negative (downward) displacement for567

Sz when pressure is positive and vice versa. In the following we write down an analytical568

expression for Sz for a homogeneous Earth model.569

In our model, there is a uniform pressure load confined to a circular area (with ra-570

dius a) on the surface. Outside this circular region, surface pressure is zero. There is an571

analytical solution for this problem (Farrell, 1972; Lamb, 1902). In our notation, it can be572

written573

Sz(r) = −
a
πµ

E(
r
a
)∆P (r < a) (16)
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where r is the distance on the surface from the co-located station, µ = µ(λ + µ)/(λ + 2µ) is574

an elastic property of the solid Earth where λ and µ are Lamé’s constants, and E(k) is the575

complete elliptic integral of the second kind defined by576

E(k) =
∫ π/2

0

√
1 − k2 sin2 xdx (17)

At the center of the cylinder (r = 0) which is the location of co-located instruments, the577

solution is simply578

Sz = −
a

2µ
∆P (18)

Strictly speaking, this is a static solution. But since the quasi-static approximation works579

well for frequencies below about 0.01 Hz (e.g., Tanimoto and Wang, 2019), we can simply580

rewrite Sz by Sz( f ) and ∆P by ∆P( f ).581

4.4 Formula for numerical evaluation582

Substituting (18) in (15), we obtain583

Uz( f ) = C( f )∆P( f ) + i
2
ω
Ω sin θSE ( f ) (19)

where we combined the first three terms in (15) by defining584

C( f ) = −
a

2µ
+

2πG
ω2g0

−
g0a
ω2µR

(20)

where C( f ) and three terms on the righthand side are real quantities. Uz( f ), ∆P( f ) and585

SE ( f ) in (19) are complex quantities.586

4.5 Condition for phase difference of zero587

Phase difference of zero between Uz( f ) and ∆P( f ) occurs when the rotation term is588

negligible and C( f ) is positive. Note that C( f ) is a real quantity while Uz( f ), ∆P( f ), and589

SE ( f ) are complex.590

The rotation term should be generally small because it is proportional to the rota-591

tion frequency of the earth (Ω). If this term is large, phase difference between Uz( f ) and592

∆P( f ) should deviate from zero as it has the imaginary constant (i) and there must also593

be phase difference between vertical and horizontal displacement. The fact that we see594

many data with phase difference of zero seems to imply that this rotation term is generally595

small. Therefore, we drop this rotation term from our consideration. We should keep in596
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mind, however, that it is a required condition for the appearance of zero phase-difference597

data.598

Figure 15 shows an example of numerical evaluation for C( f ), plotted as a function599

of frequency ( f ). For this computation, we used G = 6.67 × 10−11 (MKS unit), g0 = 9.8600

(m/s2), R = 6.371×106 (m), µ = 6.35×1010 (Pa), and a = 10 (km). For µ, we use typical601

parameters for the upper crust; density is 2750 (kg/m3), P-wave velocity is 6000 (m/s),602

and S-wave velocity 3500 (m/s).603

Adoption of a = 10 km is based on estimates in previous studies; Warburton and604

Goodkind (1977) stated that a = 38 km at 8 cycles/day (3 hours) and a=15 km at 10 cy-605

cles/day. Merriam (1992) stated "the local zone is within about 50 km". a = 10 km is606

smaller but these studies typically dealt with data at much lower frequencies than 0.001607

Hz and a should be smaller for higher frequencies. Admittedly, this parameter should con-608

tain large uncertainty but a = 10 km seems to be a reasonable value.609

The upper panel of Figure 15 shows C( f ) and the first term on the righthand side610

of (20) as a function of frequency. This first term is the true vertical displacement Sz( f ),611

divided by ∆P( f ). Figure 15 shows that as frequency increases, Uz( f )/∆P( f ) asymptoti-612

cally approaches Sz/∆P( f ) and agrees with it for frequencies above 0.005 Hz. Therefore,613

for f > 0.005 Hz, the deconvolved vertical displacement (Uz) is basically the same with614

the true vertical displacement (Sz( f )).615

The lower panel shows the variations of three terms in C( f ) in (20). Two gravity616

terms are very small for frequencies higher than 0.005 Hz. But the second term, the grav-617

itational attraction term, becomes large at 0.001 Hz. This seems to be the most important618

factor to determine the sign of C( f ) which is negative for f < 0.0022 Hz and positive for619

f > 0.0022 Hz (in the top panel). Figure 15 clearly indicates, the reason that the sum of620

three terms (C( f )) becomes positive for f < 0.022 Hz is mainly because of the gravita-621

tional attraction term (red line in Figure 15). The third term, related to the free-air effect,622

also increases for lower frequencies but remains small down to about 0.0002 Hz (black623

solid line). At 0.001 Hz, where we measured phase differences, the main competition is624

between the gravitational attraction term and the true vertical displacement (Sz).625

In this numerical example, the sign change in phase difference (between Uz( f ) and626

∆P( f )) occurs at 0.0022 Hz. Phase difference should be zero for frequencies below 0.0022627
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Hz if C( f ) is positive. Phase difference should be 180 degrees for f > 0.0022 Hz be-628

cause C( f ) is negative. This transition frequency (0.0022 Hz), or the zero of C( f ), can629

vary with a different value for a/µ. This is the ratio of the horizontal scale of atmospheric630

density anomaly (a) to the elastic stiffness of the solid Earth (µ). If we use different pa-631

rameters, say parameters for shallower crust, the transition frequency changes. In general,632

for crustal parameters at shallower depths (lower density and seismic velocities), the zero633

point of C( f ) (the transition frequency) moves to lower frequencies. However, the overall634

shape of C( f ) does not change; there is a transition frequency and C( f ) is positive be-635

low it and is negative above it. Accordingly, phase difference is zero below the transition636

frequency and phase difference is 180 deg above it.637

This zero crossing of C( f ) also explains why we have two high-coherence ranges638

(the LF and HF ranges). Near the transition frequency, coherence should become small as639

coherence is proportional to an ensemble average of Uz( f )∗∆P( f ). Actually at the transi-640

tion frequency, we have Uz( f ) = C( f )∆P( f ) = 0. Two higher coherence ranges should641

appear below and above this frequency.642

4.6 Comparison to Zürn and Wielandt (2007)643

Zürn and Wielandt (2007) discussed three different models in their analysis of grav-644

ity data. One of the models, the Bouguer plate model, leads to a similar formula to equa-645

tion (20) in this paper. Their formula for the admittance function between pressure and646

gravitational acceleration, equation (4) in their paper, has the same structure with (20),647

provided that their formula for acceleration were divided by ω2.648

However, the basic assumptions in their model are quite different from our model.649

In their model, density in the atmosphere and surface pressure were assumed to vary har-650

monically with no horizontal boundaries. The solid earth consisted of an elastic layer of651

thickness D over a rigid half-space.652

The main difference arises in the characteristic length scale. The characteristic length653

in our model is the (horizontal) radius of a vertical cylinder in the atmosphere (a in Fig-654

ure 14). It shows up in the formula for displacement Sz in (18). The characteristic length655

in their Bouguer plate model is the thickness of an elastic layer (D). Using our notation,656
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vertical displacement in their model can be written (equation 3 in their paper),657

Sz = −
D

λ + 2µ
∆P (21)

which should be compared against (18). There are some differences in the appearance of658

elastic constants but the controlling scale lengths, a and D, play a similar role in connect-659

ing surface pressure and vertical displacement.660

Despite these differences, the basic framework for the balance of terms remain the661

same. If we rewrite C( f ) using Sz in (18) and their formula (4) using (21), we can con-662

firm that our equation (20) has exactly the same structure with their admittance func-663

tion. Because of this, Figure 3 in their paper is essentially equivalent to plotting the ab-664

solute values of ω2 |C( f )|. There are notch frequencies in this figure which are solutions665

to C( f ) = 0 in our notation. They are the transition frequencies in the previous section.666

Phase relation between pressure and vertical displacement should change across this notch667

frequency.668

Therefore, despite some differences in the model, the Bouguer plate model by Zürn669

and Wielandt (2007) can explain phase difference data between the LF and HF ranges.670

5 Summary671

We investigated the characteristics of atmosphere-generated seismic noise for fre-672

quencies below 0.05 Hz when surface pressure is large. We emphasize three main points.673

The first point is the existence of two frequency ranges that show high coherence674

between co-located pressure and vertical seismic data. The lower frequency (LF) range675

is broad and occupies the frequency range below 0.002 Hz. Because of the lack of re-676

sponse in seismic data, the lowest frequency of the LF range cannot be determined from677

our data. The higher frequency (HF) range is bounded between about 0.01 Hz and 0.05678

Hz. Phase differences between pressure and vertical displacement were quite different for679

these two ranges. The LF range showed phase difference of zero and the HF range showed680

phase difference of ±180 deg. The cause of these phase differences is explained in the681

third point.682

The second point is on the excitation of seismic noise in the HF range. We showed683

from theory that surface pressure is controlled by four main components. They are (i)684

the inertial (acceleration) term which should be small in a low frequency range, (ii) the685
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wind-related terms, (iii) the hydrostatic term in a vertical column above a pressure sen-686

sor, and (iv) perturbation to gravitational acceleration caused by density changes in the687

atmosphere. We claim that a wind-related term (the surface wind term) primarily deter-688

mines surface pressure, because data show that pressure (∆P) and surface wind speed (v)689

are approximately related as ∆P ∝ v2 in the HF range. One of the consequences of this690

relation is that there appear similarities in the basic structures between pressure-seismic691

plots and wind-seismic plots. Examples from four stations were shown to confirm this692

point. Furthermore, wind direction and wind speed data show that when wind speeds are693

high, wind directions tend to become uni-directional. It suggests that when wind speeds694

are high, high pressure changes occur on the Earth surface in the direction of winds. Such695

a situation can be modeled well by the moving pressure-source model in Sorrells (1971).696

On the other hand, when wind speeds are low, wind directions often change rapidly in all697

directions, resulting in heterogeneous pressure variations on the Earth surface. In such a698

situation, a stochastic pressure source model like the one proposed by Sorrells and Goforth699

(1973) seems to be a better source model.700

The third point is on the cause of phase-difference observations in the first point.701

The question is why phase difference between pressure and vertical displacement is basi-702

cally zero for the LF range while it is 180 deg for the HF range. It turns out that this is703

related to a question "what is measured by a modern force-balance seismometer?". The704

root cause is in the fact that vertical seismic displacement Uz( f ) is not equal to the true705

vertical ground displacement Sz( f ). Uz( f ) contains three additional terms. They are (i)706

the gravitational attraction term by atmospheric density changes (ii) the free-air effect707

due to the true vertical displacement, and (iii) the Earth rotation effect. The rotation ef-708

fect is small in the frequency range of our analysis. For frequencies below about 0.005709

Hz, the gravitational attraction term becomes increasingly large for lower frequencies be-710

cause of its proportionality to frequency as 1/ω2. And because this gravitational attraction711

term and Sz( f ) have opposite signs, there is a transition frequency where Uz(z) (sum) be-712

comes zero. For typical crustal parameters, this transition frequency was 0.022 Hz. This713

point was already noted by Zürn and Wielandt (200) in their Bouguer plate model, al-714

though they did not discuss its implication to phase differences between gravity data and715

pressure data. Phase difference between pressure and Uz( f ) is zero below this frequency716

and phase difference is 180 deg above this frequency. This behavior explains the phase-717

difference data between the LF range (zero) and the HF range (180 deg). Appearance of718
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two high-coherence ranges (the LF and HF ranges) is also explained by this model be-719

cause coherence should disappear near the transition frequency. This would naturally lead720

to two separate frequency ranges for coherence on the lower and higher frequency side of721

the transition frequency, namely the LF range and the HF range.722
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FIGURE CAPTIONS833

Figure 1: (a) Raw coherence as a function of frequency (f) for station U54A. Six-hour-834

long time series from the first 30 days in 2014 are plotted. Vertical axis is coherence835

and horizontal axis is log(f). Only the time intervals with pressure PSD larger than 300836

(Pa2/Hz) at 0.01 Hz were selected for this plot. Coherence is generally high for frequen-837

cies below 0.002 Hz and also for frequencies between about 0.01 Hz and 0.05 Hz. (b)838

Same with (a) except that this is for station U57A. (c) The annual average of coherence839

from the entire year of 2014. The annual averages are shown in red and their standard de-840

viations are shown in blue. There are three speaks, one at about 0.001 Hz (and below),841

the second between about 0.01 Hz and 0.05 Hz and the third (and the smallest) in the842

range about 0.08-0.1 Hz. The second and the third peaks are probably one peak but are843

split into two peaks because of the ocean-generated primary microseism (seismic noise)844

for frequencies between 0.05 Hz and 0.07 Hz. (d) Same with (c) except that this is for sta-845

tion U57A. Two vertical dashed lines are shown in bottom panels and are at 0.001 Hz and846

0.02 Hz. Phase differences at these frequencies are examined in Figure 2.847

Figure 2: (a) Phase differences ∆φ = φz − φp at 0.001 Hz for U57A, which is the phase848

difference between vertical seismic displacement and pressure. The top panel shows raw849

coherence values plotted against phase difference. Most high coherence points (>0.8) are850

seen near phase difference of zero (center) and some at ±90 degrees. The bottom panel851

is the histogram of the same data. It shows the dominance of the peak near phase differ-852

ence of zero. (b) Same with (a) except that this is for U54A. The main peak is near phase853

difference of zero but there are secondary peaks near ±90 degrees. (c) Phase difference854

of zero means that (deconvolved) vertical seismic displacements indicate upward motion855

when pressure is positive. (d) Similar plots to (a) but at 0.02 Hz. The top panel shows856

raw coherence data and the bottom panel shows the histogram. High coherence points are857

found near ±180 degrees. (e) Same with (d) except that this is for U54A. (f) Interpretation858

of phase difference in (d) and (e). ∆φ = ±180 deg means that when pressure is positive,859

vertical seismic motion is down (negative).860

Figure 3: The relation between pressure and surface deformation near the HF peak (0.02861

Hz) is illustrated. As pressure changes, Earth’s surface responds to it instantaneously with862

the opposite sign.863
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Figure 4: Coherence for frequencies between 0.0005 Hz and 0.2 Hz at three permanent864

stations with STS-1 sensors. From top to bottom, stations are BFO (Germany), COR (Ore-865

gon, USA), and HRV (Massachusettes, USA). The LF ranges are clear but the HF ranges866

are not. This seems to be related to the fact that seismically quiet, hard-rock sites are typi-867

cally chosen for installation of STS-1 sensors.868

Figure 5: Coherence between 0.0005 Hz and 0.2 Hz for three earthScope TA stations,869

W60A (Trillium 240 sensor), KMSC (STS-2 sensor), and Y22D (CMG3T sensor). The870

LF range can be identified for W60A but not for KMSC and Y22D. All stations show871

clear HF ranges. The lack of LF ranges for KMSC and Y22D can be explained by the872

instrument characteristics of seismic sensors.873

Figure 6: Amplitude response curves for ten seismic sensors. Because some sensors have874

similar response, there are only five distinguishable curves in this figure. For example,875

the blue curve applies to STS-6A and Trillium 360. All response curves are normalized876

by the amplitude at 0.1 Hz. Observation of the LF range is often possible at sites with877

Trillium 240 and 360, STS-1, and STS-6A but not with other sensors. This seems to be878

related to response characteristics of sensors at 0.001 Hz.879

Figure 7: Plots of wind-speed PSD (Sw) vs pressure PSD (Sp) at 0.02 Hz for four sta-880

tions.. They were computed for every one-hour time interval in 2014 and are shown by881

blue points. For pressure above 1 (Pa2/Hz), a line that corresponds to the relation P ∝ v2
882

is shown in each panel.883

Figure 8: (Left) The top panel shows a pressure PSD (Sp) vs. vertical seismic PSD (Sz)884

plot for station U54A. Pressure PSD and vertical seismic PSD for every one-hour time885

interval in 2014 are shown by blue points. Red points indicate the time intervals with co-886

herence higher than 0.7. In the top panel, four pressure ranges are defined as A, B, C, and887

D. For each pressure range, histograms of coherence are shown below in four panels.888

(Right) The top panel shows a wind-speed PSD (Sw) vs. vertical seismic PSD (Sz)889

plot for U54A. Similar to the pressure-seismic plot on the left-hand side, blue points in-890

dicate one-hour PSDs computed from the entire year of 2014. High coherence time inter-891

vals (between pressure and vertical seismic data) are shown by red points. Four wind PSD892
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ranges are defined in this panel (AA, BB, CC, and DD) and histograms for each wind893

PSD ranges are shown in four panels below.894

Figure 9: Same with Figure 8 except that this figure is for station U56A.895

Figure 10: Same with Figure 8 except that this figure is for station KMSC.896

Figure 11: Same with Figure 8 except that this is for station Y22D.897

Figure 12: Atmospheric motions may be viewed as consisting of a mean stream flow and898

turbulence parts. Variations of the mean flow with altitude follow the logarithmic wind899

velocity profile (e.g., Davidson, 2015; Garratt, 1992).900

Figure 13: An example of wind direction, wind speed, and temperature data for station901

XPFO in Southern California. Data from day 331 in 2018 (Nov. 28, 2018) to day 338 are902

shown. All data are sampled at one sample-per-second and no filter is applied. (top) Wind903

direction data. Angles are measured from north in the clockwise direction. (middle) Wind904

speed data. (bottom) Temperature data. The main point of this figure is that when wind905

speeds are high, say higher than 10 m/s, wind directions become almost uni-diretional (in906

the direction 220 deg from north). When wind speeds are low, for example for the last907

two days (day 336 and 337), wind directions change rapidly in all azimuths. Wind direc-908

tions also change rapidly at night when wind speeds are low.909

Figure 14: We assume uniform density change ∆ρ in a vertically-oriented cylinder in the910

atmosphere. This figure shows the side view of this cylinder whose height is H and its911

horizontal radius a. The co-located station is on the Earth surface and is below the center912

of this cylinder. This cylinder appears aloft in the air but it actually starts very close to913

the surface. The atmospheric density changes exert uniform pressure (∆P) in a circular914

area (radius a) on the Earth surface. If ∆P is positive, the surface deforms downward (red915

line). This is the (true) vertical displacement (Sz). At the same time, the gravitational field916

on the surface changes and influences seismic records.917

Figure 15: (top) C( f ), the sum of three terms in (20), is the black solid line. It is positive918

for f<0.022 Hz and negative for f>0.022 Hz. The true vertical displacement Sz (divided919

by ∆P) is the blue dashed line. (bottom) Three terms in (20) are plotted. The gravita-920
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tional attraction term is the solid red line. The free-air term is the solid black line. SZ921

(blue dashed line) is the same with the top panel and is shown here for comparison. The922

two gravity terms are basically zero for f > 0.005 Hz. As a result, for f>0.005 Hz, decon-923

volved vertical displacement spectra (Uz) agree with the true vertical displacement spectra924

(Sz). At 0.001 Hz, mainly because of the gravitational attraction effect, the sign of C( f )925

(= Uz/∆P) positive whereas at 0.02 Hz it is negative. This explains why phase difference926

between pressure and (deconvolved) vertical seismic displacement is zero for the LF range927

and 180 deg for the HF range.928
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